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Abstract
Existing languages of valued decision diagrams
(VDDs), including ADD, AADD and those of the
SLDD family, prove valuable target languages for
compiling mappings which associate valuations
with assignments of values to variables. Among
other operations, conditioning and optimization can
typically be achieved in polynomial time from such
diagrams. However, their efficiency is directly re-
lated to the size of the compiled forms. The notion
of succinctness is a key to compare the spatial ef-
ficiency of representation languages from the theo-
retical side. In practice, the existence of canonical
forms may also have a major impact on the size
of the compiled VDDs. While efficient normal-
ization procedures have been pointed out for ADD
and AADD the canonicity issue for SLDD represen-
tations has not been addressed so far. In this paper,
the SLDD family is revisited. We modify the alge-
braic requirements imposed on the valuation struc-
ture so as to ensure tractable optimization and nor-
malization for revisited SLDD representations. We
show that AADD is captured by the revisited fam-
ily. We provide a number of succinctness results
relating members of the revisited family with ADD
and AADD. We finally report some results from ex-
periments where we compiled some instances of an
industrial configuration problem into each of those
languages, which enables us to compare their spa-
tial efficiency from the practical side.

1 Introduction
In configuration problems of combinatorial objects (like
cars), there are two key tasks for which short, guaranteed
response times are expected: conditioning (propagating the
end-user’s choices: version, engine, various options ...) and
optimization (maintaining the minimum and/or the maximum
cost of a feasible car satisfying the user’s requirements).
When the set of feasible objects and the corresponding cost
functions are represented as a valued CSP (VCSP for short,
see [Schiex et al., 1995]), the optimization task is NP-hard in
the general case, so short response times cannot be ensured.

Valued decision diagrams (VDDs) from the families ADD
[Bahar et al., 1993], EVBDD [Lai and Sastry, 1992; Lai et al.,

1996; Amilhastre et al., 2002] and their generalization SLDD
[Wilson, 2005], and AADD [Tafertshofer and Pedram, 1997;
Sanner and McAllester, 2005] do not have such a drawback
and appear as interesting representation languages for com-
piling mappings associating valuations with assignments of
discrete variables (including utility functions and probabil-
ity distributions). Valuations belong to a set E, which can
be equipped with some operators, conveying to it a struc-
ture, which can be more or less sophisticated. For instance,
EVBDD, and more generally additive SLDD, is a basic repre-
sentation framework for strongly additive cost/preferences in
configuration problems [Amilhastre et al., 2002; Hadzic and
Andersen, 2006].

The VDD languages offer tractable conditioning and
tractable optimization (under some conditions in the SLDD
case). The efficiency of these operations is directly related to
the size of the compiled form. The choice issue of a target
language for compiling a valued CSP (in our case, a config-
uration problem including cost information) must thus also
be based on the spatial efficiency criterion, i.e., the (relative)
ability of each language to represent information using little
space. Following the principles stated in the knowledge com-
pilation map [Darwiche and Marquis, 2002], the (worst case)
theoretical succinctness of the representation language is cru-
cial in this objective. From the practical side, the canonicity
of the representation can be a critical factor since it facilitates
the search for compiled forms of optimal size (see the discus-
sion about it in [Darwiche, 2011]). Indeed, the ability to en-
sure a unique canonical form for subformulae prevents them
from being represented twice or more in the data structure
(caching mechanisms can then automatically merge equiva-
lent subformulae).

In this paper, the SLDD family [Wilson, 2005] is revisited,
focusing on the canonicity and the spatial efficiency issues.
We extend the SLDD setting by relaxing some algebraic re-
quirements on the valuation structure (requiring that it is a
commutative semiring is too demanding for the normaliza-
tion and optimization purposes). This extension allows us
to capture the AADD language as an element of the revisited
SLDD family. We point out a normalization procedure which
extends the one for AADD to some representation languages
of the extended SLDD family and we identify a simple condi-
tion on the valuation structure which is sufficient for ensuring
that optimization is tractable. We also provide a number of
succinctness results relating some elements of the e-SLDD



family with ADD and AADD. We finally report some results
from experiments where we compiled some instances of an
industrial configuration problem into each of those languages,
thus comparing their spatial efficiency on the practical side.

The next section gives some formal preliminaries on val-
ued decision diagrams. Section 3 presents the e-SLDD fam-
ily, and describes the normalization procedure. In Section 4,
succinctness results concerning ADD, some elements of the
e-SLDD family, and AADD are pointed out. Section 5 gives
some empirical results about the spatial efficiency of those
languages, and discusses them. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper. Proofs are omitted for space reasons.

2 Valued Decision Diagrams
Given a finite set X = {x1, . . . , xn} of variables where each
variable x ∈ X ranges over a finite domain Dx, we are inter-
ested in representing mappings associating an element from
a valuation set E with assignments ~x = {(xi, di) | di ∈
Dxi , i = 1, . . . , n} ( ~X will denote the set of all assignments
over X). E is the carrier of a valuation structure E which
can be more or less rich from an algebraic point of view. in
the ADD framework, no assumption is needed on E (even if
E is often considered equal to IR); in the AADD framework,
E = IR+; in the SLDD one, E is supposed to be equipped
with two binary operations so that E is a semiring.

A representation language given X w.r.t. a valuation struc-
ture E mainly is a set of data structures. The targeted mapping
is called the semantics of the data structure and the data struc-
ture is a representation of the mapping:

Definition 1 (representation language) (inspired from
[Gogic et al., 1995]) Given a valuation structure E , a
representation language L over X w.r.t. E , is a 4-tuple
〈CL,VarL, IL, sL〉 where CL is a set of data structures
α (also referred to as CL representations or ”formulae”),
VarL : CL → 2X is a scope function associating with
each CL representation the subset of X it depends on, IL
is an interpretation function which associates with each
CL representation α a mapping IL(α) from the set of all
assignments over VarL(α) to E, and sL is a size function
fromCL to IN that provides the size of anyCL representation.

In this paper, we are specifically interested in data struc-
tures of the form of valued decision diagrams (VDDs):

Definition 2 (valued decision diagram) A valued decision
diagram over X w.r.t. E is a finite DAG α with a single root,
s.t. every internal node N is labelled with a variable x ∈ X
and if Dx = {d1, . . . , dk}, then N has k outgoing arcs
a1, . . . , ak, so that the arc ai of α is valued by v(ai) = di.
We note out(N) (resp. in(N) ) the arcs outgoing from (resp.
incoming to N ). Arcs can also be labelled by elements of E:
if ai is an arc of α, then φ(ai) denotes the label of ai.

When ordered valued decision diagrams are considered, a
total ordering overX is is chosen and the sequence of internal
node labels corresponding to every path from the root of α to
any leaf is required to be compatible w.r.t. this ordering.

The key problems we focus on are the conditioning prob-
lem (i.e., given a CL formula α over X w.r.t. E and an as-
signment ~y ∈ ~Y where Y ⊆ X , compute a CL formula rep-
resenting the restriction of IL(α) to ~y) and the optimization

problem(s) (i.e., given an CL formula α over X w.r.t. E , find
an assignment ~x∗ ∈ ~X such that IL(α)( ~x∗) is optimal w.r.t.
some ordering � over E).

Our purpose is to derive polynomial-time algorithms for
both problems. Conditioning is an easy operation on a VDD
α. Mainly, for each (y, di) ∈ ~y, just by-pass in α every node
N labeled by y by linking directly each of its parents to the
child Ni of N such that v((N,Ni)) = di (N and all its out-
going arcs are thus removed). Optimization is often more
demanding, depending on the family of VDDs under consid-
eration.
ADD, SLDD, and AADD are representation languages based

on valued decision diagrams. The scope functions VarADD,
VarSLDD, and VarAADD are the same ones and they re-
turn the set of variables Var(α) from X labeling at least one
node in α. The size functions sADD, sSLDD, and sAADD are
closely related: the size of a (labelled) decision graph α is the
size s(α) of the graph (number of nodes plus number of arcs)
plus the sizes of the labels in it. The main difference between
ADD, SLDD, and AADD lies in the way the decision diagrams
are labelled and interpreted.

For ADD, no specific assumption has to be made on valua-
tion structure E . Considering any valuation set E is enough:

Definition 3 (ADD) ADD is the 4-tuple 〈CADD, VarADD,
IADD, sADD〉 where CADD is a set of ordered decision di-
agrams α over X such that sinks are labelled by elements of
E, and the arcs are not labelled; IADD is defined inductively
by: for every assignment ~x over X ,

• if α is a sink node, labelled by an element a of E, then
IADD(α)(~x) = a,

• else the root N of α is labelled by x ∈ X; let d ∈ Dx

such that (x, d) ∈ ~x, a = (N,M) the arc such that
v(a) = d, and β the ADD representation rooted at node
M in α ; we have IADD(α)(~x) = IADD(β)(~x).

Optimization is easy on an ADD formula: every path from
the root of α to a leaf labelled by a best valuation of α is
labelled by a (usually partial) variable assignment which can
be extended to a (full) optimal assignment.

In the SLDD framework, the valuation structure E must
take the form of a commutative semiring 〈E,⊕,⊗, 0s, 1s〉: ⊕
and⊗ are associative and commutative mappings fromE×E
to E, with identity elements (respectively) 0s and 1s, ⊗ left
and right distributes over ⊕, and 0s is an annihilator for ⊗
(i.e., ∀a ∈ E, a⊗ 0s = 0s ⊗ a = 0s).

Definition 4 (SLDD) Let E = 〈E, ⊕, ⊗, 0s, 1s〉 be a com-
mutative semiring. SLDD is the 4-tuple 〈CSLDD, VarSLDD,
ISLDD, sSLDD〉 where CSLDD is a set of valued decision
diagrams α over X with a unique sink and such that the arcs
are labelled by elements of E, and ISLDD is defined induc-
tively by: for every assignment ~x over X ,

• if α is a sink node, then ISLDD(α)(~x) = 1s,

• else the root N of α is labelled by x ∈ X; let d ∈ Dx

such that (x, d) ∈ ~x, a = (N,M) the arc such that
v(a) = d, and β the SLDD representation rooted at node
M in α; we have ISLDD(α)(~x) = φ(a)⊗ISLDD(β)(~x).

Observe that several choices for ⊗ remain usually possi-
ble when E is fixed; we sometimes make the notation of the



language more precise (but not too heavy) and write SLDD⊗
instead of SLDD.

Some complexity assumptions are usually made on ⊕ and
⊗: they are supposed to be computable in polynomial time.

Note that SLDD languages are not specifically suited to
optimization, but they enable for performing efficiently ⊕-
variable elimination using dynamic programming, see [Wil-
son, 2005] for details. The point is that when ⊕ satisfies the
following addition-is-max assumption about ⊕, i.e.,

∀a, b ∈ E, a ⊕ b ∈ {a, b},
and the relation � is a total order satisfying b � a iff a⊕b =
a, computing a solution maximal w.r.t. � amounts to per-
forming ⊕-variable elimination; this can be achieved in
polynomial-time under the poynomial-time assumption for⊗
and ⊕.

Sanner and Mc Allester’s AADD framework [2005] con-
siders the valuation set IR+ but enables decision graphs into
which the arcs are labelled with pairs of values from IR+ and
consider two operators, namely + and ×:

Definition 5 (AADD) AADD is the 4-tuple 〈CAADD,
VarAADD, IAADD sAADD〉 where CAADD is a set of
ordered valued decision diagrams α over X with a unique
sink and such that the arcs are labelled by pairs 〈q, f〉 in
IR+ × IR+; IAADD is defined inductively by: for every
assignment ~x over X ,
• if α is reduced to the sink node, then IAADD(α)(~x) = 1,
• else the root N of α is labelled by x ∈ X ; let d ∈ Dx

such that (x, d) ∈ ~x, a = (N,M) the arc such that
v(a) = d and φ(a) = 〈q, f〉, and β the SLDD represen-
tation rooted at node M in α; we have

IAADD(α)(~x) = q + (f × IAADD(β)(~x)).

For the normalization purpose, each α is equipped with
a pair 〈q0, f0〉 from IR+ × IR+ (the ”offset”, labeling the
root of α); the interpretation function of the resulting ”aug-
mented” AADD is given by, for every assignment ~x over X ,
I
〈q0,f0〉
AADD (α)(~x) = q0 + (f0 × IAADD(α)(~x)).

AADD (see Figure 1 for an example) and ADD formulae can
be normalized efficiently and conditioning and optimization
are tractable on these structures.

3 Revisiting the SLDD Framework
We propose to extend the SLDD framework in two directions:
we relax the algebraic requirements imposed on the valuation
structure and we point out a normalization procedure which
extends the one for AADD to some representation languages
of the extended SLDD family (note that, while some simplifi-
cation rules have been considered in [Wilson, 2005], no nor-
malization procedure for SLDD has been considered so far).
We also identify a simple condition on E which is sufficient
for ensuring that optimization is tractable.

A first useful observation is that, in the SLDD framework,
the aggregation operator⊕ and the corresponding identity el-
ement 0s are actually not used for defining the SLDD lan-
guage. Thus, different ⊕ may be considered over the same
valuation set (e.g., when SLDD is used to compile a Bayesian
net, ⊕ = + can be used for marginalization purposes and
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〈2, 3〉

〈3, 2〉

〈1, 2〉
〈3, 5〉

〈1, 1〉

Figure 1: An AADD formula. x, y and z are Boolean vari-
ables. A (resp. plain) edge corresponds to the assignment of
the variable labeling its source to 0 (resp. 1).

⊕ = max can be considered when one is looking for a
most probable explanation). That is why the following def-
inition of the extended SLDD setting does not refer to ⊕.
e-SLDD representations are mainly SLDD representations
but the e-SLDD setting is less demanding than the SLDD one
concerning the properties of the valuation structure:

Definition 6 (e-SLDD) For any monoid E = 〈E, ⊗,
1s〉, e-SLDD is the 4-tuple 〈Ce-SLDD, Vare-SLDD,
Ie-SLDD⊗ , se-SLDD〉, defined as the SLDD one, except
that, for the normalization purpose, each e-SLDD represen-
tation α is associated with a value q0 ∈ E (the ”offset” of the
data structure, labeling its root); the interpretation function
Iq0

e-SLDD of the extended SLDD setting is given by, for every
assignment ~x over X ,

Iq0

e-SLDD(α)(~x) = q0 ⊗ Ie-SLDD(α)(~x).

Now, several choices for ⊗ are also possible when E is
fixed. To avoid ambiguity (but also too heavy notations), we
sometimes write e-SLDD⊗ instead of e-SLDD.

Obviously, the e-SLDD framework captures the SLDD
one: when E = 〈E, ⊕, ⊗, 0s, 1s〉 is a commutative semiring,
〈E, ⊗, 1s〉 is a monoid, and every SLDD formula can be in-
terpreted as an e-SLDD one (choose q0 = 1s). Interestingly,
the e-SLDD framework also captures the AADD language:

Proposition 1 The valuation structure E = 〈E, ⊗, 1s〉 given
by E = IR+ × IR+, 1s = 〈0, 1〉 and ⊗ = ? defined by
∀b, b′, c, c′ ∈ E, 〈b, c〉 ? 〈b′, c′〉 = 〈b+ c× b′, c× c′〉

is a monoid.

The correspondence between AADD and e-SLDD? is made
precise by the following proposition:

Proposition 2 Let α be an AADD formula over X , also
viewed as an e-SLDD? formula. We have: ∀~x ∈ ~X , if
IAADD(α)(~x) = a and Ie-SLDD?

(α)(~x) = 〈b, c〉, then
a = b+ c.

Observe that ? is not commutative: the relaxation of this
condition is necessary to capture the AADD framework within
the e-SLDD family.
AADD is equipped with a normalization procedure that

makes AADD representations canonical; canonicity is impor-
tant for some queries, like deciding the equivalence of two



formulae. It is also important for computational reasons: for-
mulae in canonical form can be efficiently recognized and
cached; this has a significant impact on the size of the com-
piled form. We propose here to extend such a procedure to
the extended SLDD setting.
Definition 7 (⊕-normalisation, ⊕-reduction) An e-SLDD
formula α is ⊕-normalized iff for any node N of α,
⊕a∈out(N)φ(a) = 1s. An e-SLDD formula α is ⊕-reduced
iff it is ⊕-normalized, it does no not contain any pair of iso-
morphic nodes, and no node N in α is such that all the arcs
outgoing from N join the same node and are valued with the
same φ-label.

The idea at work in normalization is to propagate from the
sinks to the root of the diagram the common valuations of its
outgoing arcs in order to ensure a condition of minimality, in
our case w.r.t. the relation D induced by ⊕ and given by:

∀a, b ∈ E, aD b iff a⊕b = b.

The existence of an identity element 0s for ⊕ ensures that D
is reflexive, and the fact that ⊕ is associative ensures that D
is transitive. Furthermore, the fact that ⊗ is distributive over
⊕ ensures that ⊗ is monotonic w.r.t. D, i.e., ∀a, b, c ∈ E, if
b D a, then c ⊗ b D c ⊗ a. To allow such a propagation in
VCSPs, [Cooper and Schiex, 2004] assume that D is a total
order and that the aggregator ⊗ is monotonic and fair1 w.r.t.
D. Here, we relax this condition so as to be able to encompass
the case of the (possibly partial) relation D induced by ⊕.
Definition 8 (extended SLDD condition) A valuation struc-
ture E = 〈E,⊕,⊗, 1s〉 satisfies the extended SLDD condition
iff 〈E, ⊗, 1s〉 is a monoid, ⊕ is a mapping from E ×E to E,
which is associative and commutative, ⊗ is distributive over
⊕ and is left-fair w.r.t. ⊕, i.e., ∀a, b ∈ E such that a 6= b, if
a⊕b = b, then there exists a unique valuation c ∈ E, noted
a⊗−1 b, such that c is maximal w.r.t. D and b⊗ c = a.

The extended SLDD condition is close to the commutative
semiring assumption for SLDD. However, one the one hand, it
requires neither the commutativity of⊗, nor a neutral element
(resp. an absorbing element) for ⊕ (resp. for ⊗); on the other
hand, the left-fairness condition of ⊗ w.r.t. ⊕ is imposed.
Proposition 3 The valuation structure E = 〈IR+×IR+,⊕, ?,
〈0, 1〉〉 where⊕ = min? is defined by ∀b, b′, c, c′ ∈ E: 〈b, b′〉
min? 〈c, c′〉 = 〈min(b, c), max (b+ b′, c+ c′)−min(b, c)〉,
satisfies the extended SLDD condition.

Observe thatE is not totally ordered by min? (for instance,
min?(〈0, 2〉, 〈1, 2〉) = 〈0, 3〉). When 〈a, a′〉 D 〈b, b′〉 holds,
we have:
〈a, a′〉 ?−1 〈b, b′〉 = 〈1, 0〉 if b′ = 0,
〈a, a′〉 ?−1 〈b, b′〉 = 〈a−b

b′ ,
a′

b′ 〉 if b′ > 0.
e-SLDD? denotes the corresponding e-SLDD language.

We are now ready to extend the normalization procedure
used for AADD representations to the case of e-SLDD⊗ rep-
resentations α, under the extended SLDD condition. The sink
1s of any e-SLDD⊗ α is normalized by definition. Then for
any internal node N of α whose children have already been
visited, the normalization procedure is as follows:

1⊗ is fair w.r.t. some total order D iff for any pair of valuations
a, b ∈ E such that a D b, there exists a unique valuation c ∈ E such
that c is maximal w.r.t. D and b⊗ c = a.

• qmin := ⊕a∈out(N) φ(a)

• For any a ∈ out(N) do
– φ(a) := 1s if φ(a) == qmin,
– φ(a) := φ(a)⊗−1 qmin otherwise

• For any a ∈ in(N) do
– φ(a) := φ(a)⊗ qmin

If R is the root of the α, then its offset q0 finally becomes
q0 := q0 ⊗ qmin. This normalization procedure runs in time
linear in the size of α (which is not necessarily ordered). If α
is ordered, the resulting normalized diagram can be reduced
backwards efficiently by merging isomorphic nodes (nodes
labelled by the same variable and having the same children)
and deleting redundant nodes (nodes such that every outgoing
arc reaches the same node), as done in the OBDD case.

Proposition 4 If E = 〈E, ⊕, ⊗, 1s〉 satisfies the ex-
tended SLDD condition then the ⊕-reduction of any ordered
e-SLDD formula α is unique, equivalent to α and it can be
computed in polynomial time.

Weighted finite automata and edge-valued binary decision
diagrams are recovered in the e-SLDD family by focusing on
the valuation structure E = 〈IR+,min,+, 0〉; e-SLDD+ de-
notes the corresponding language. Other significant valuation
structures can be recovered as well, especially:
• E = 〈IR+,max ,×, 1〉: e-SLDD× denotes the corre-

sponding language.
• E = 〈IR+ ∪ {+∞},max ,min,+∞〉: e-SLDDmin de-

notes the corresponding language.
• E = 〈IR+,min,max , 0〉: e-SLDDmax denotes the cor-

responding language.

Proposition 5 The valuation structures E = 〈IR+, min, +,
0〉, E = 〈IR+, max , ×, 1〉, E = 〈IR+ ∪ {+∞}, max ,
min,+∞〉 and E = 〈IR+,min,max , 0〉 satisfy the extended
SLDD condition.

Clearly, the polynomial-time computability assumptions
discussed previously are satisfied by these structures. Thus,
the ordered representations from the corresponding languages
can be normalized and reduced in polynomial time.

Let us finally switch to conditioning and optimization.
First, conditioning does not preserve the⊕-reduction of a for-
mula in the general case, but this is computationally harm-
less since the ⊕-reduction of the conditioned formula can
be done efficiently. As to optimization, when D is total, if
an e-SLDD formula α is ⊕-reduced, then it contains a path
the arcs of which are labelled by 1s. The (usually partial)
variable assignment along this path can be extended to a full
minimal solution ~x∗ w.r.t. D, and the offset of α is equal
to Ie-SLDD(α)( ~x∗). In the general case, the ordering � is
not equal to D, so the normalization procedure does not help
for determining a minimal solution ~x∗ w.r.t. � (or equiv-
alently, a maximal solution w.r.t. the inverse ordering �).
Nevertheless, simple monotonicity conditions over the valua-
tion structure are enough for ensuring that a minimal solution
~x∗ w.r.t. � can be computed in time polynomial in the size
of the e-SLDD formula, by dynamic programming. Thus,
given any monoid E = 〈E, ⊗, 1s〉 such that E is ordered by



�, let us say that ⊗ is strictly monotonic w.r.t. � iff for any
a, b, c ∈ E, we have a � b iff c ⊗ a � c ⊗ b, and that ⊗ is
weakly monotonic w.r.t. � iff for any a, b, c ∈ E, if a � b
then c⊗ a � c⊗ b. We have that:

Proposition 6 For any monoid E = 〈E, ⊗, 1s〉 such that
E is ordered by �, if ⊗ is strictly monotonic w.r.t. �, or if
⊗ is weakly monotonic w.r.t. � and � is total, then for any
e-SLDD formula α, a maximal solution ~x∗ w.r.t. � can be
computed in time polynomial in the size of α.

4 Succinctness of VDDs: Theoretical Results
Let L1 be a representation language over X w.r.t. E1 and let
L2 be a representation language over X w.r.t. E2. Let us say
that a L1 representation α is equivalent to a L2 representa-
tion β (where E1 and E2 share the same valuation set E) iff
VarL1(α) = VarL2(β) and IL1(α) = IL2(β). Once this is
stated , the notion of succinctness and of translations usually
considered over propositional languages (see [Darwiche and
Marquis, 2002]) can be extended as follows:

Definition 9 (succinctness) L1 is at least as succinct as L2,
denoted L1 ≤s L2, iff there exists a polynomial p such that
for every α ∈ CL2 , there exists β ∈ CL1 which is equivalent
to α and such that sL1(β) ≤ p(sL2(α)).

Definition 10 (linear / polynomial translation) L2 is lin-
early (resp. polynomially) translatable into L1, denoted L1

≤l L2 (resp. L1 ≤p L2), iff there exists a linear-time (resp.
polynomial-time) algorithm f from CL2 to CL1 such that for
every α ∈ CL2 , and α is equivalent to f(α).

It is easy to check that ≤s (resp. ≤p, ≤l) are pre-orders
over representation languages and that ≤l ⊆ ≤p ⊆ ≤s. <s

(resp. <p, <l) denotes the asymmetric part of ≤s (resp. ≤p,
≤l), and ∼s (resp. ∼p, ∼l) denotes the symmetric part of ≤s

(resp. ≤p, ≤l). By construction, ∼s, ∼p, ∼l are equivalence
relations.

We have obtained the following result showing that every
ADD is linearly translatable into any e-SLDD (sharing the
same valuation set E):

Proposition 7 e-SLDD ≤l ADD.

We have also obtained the following results about the val-
uation set E = IR+:
Proposition 8
• ADD ∼p e-SLDDmax .
• e-SLDD× 6≤s e-SLDD+ and e-SLDD+ 6≤s e-SLDD×.
• AADD<s e-SLDD+ <s ADD.
• AADD<s e-SLDD× <s ADD.

Similarly, forE = IR+∪{+∞}, ADD∼p e-SLDDmin holds.

5 Succinctness of VDDs: Empirical Results
While taking advantage of succinctness is a way to compare
representation languages w.r.t. the concept of spatial effi-
ciency, it does not capture all aspects of this concept, for two
reasons (at least). On the one hand, succinctness focuses on
the worst case, only. On the other hand, it is of qualitative
(ordinal) nature: succinctness indicates when an exponential
separation can be achieved between two languages but does

not enable to draw any quantitative conclusion on the sizes
of the compiled forms. This is why it is also important to
complete succinctness results with some size measurements.

To this aim, we made some experiments. We designed a
bottom-up ordered e-SLDD compiler. This compiler takes as
input VCSP instances in the XML format described in [Rous-
sel and Lecoutre, 2009] or Bayesian networks conforming
to the XML format given in [Cozman, 2002]. When VCSP
instances are considered, the compiler generates a compiled
representation of each valued constraint of the instance, un-
der the form of a normalized e-SLDD+ formula, and incre-
mentally combines them w.r.t. + using a simplified version of
the apply(+) procedure described in [Sanner and McAllester,
2005]. Similarly, when Bayesian network instances are con-
sidered, the conditional probability tables are first compiled
into e-SLDD× formulae, which are then combined using ×.
At each combination step, the current e-SLDD formula is
normalized (this limits the risk of size explosion). We de-
veloped a VDD toolbox which also contains procedures for
transforming any e-SLDD+ (resp. e-SLDD×) formula into
an equivalent ADD formula, and any ADD formula into an
equivalent AADD formula (the variable ordering is preserved
via such transformations); the transformation procedure from
e-SLDD+ (resp. e-SLDD×) representations to ADD repre-
sentations roughly consists in pushing the labels from the root
to the last arcs of the diagram (we cannot describe them in
depth here for space reasons).

We considered two families of benchmarks. The VCSP in-
stances we used concern configurations problems, provided
by the french car manufacturer Renault; these instances con-
tain hard constraints and soft constraints, with valuation rep-
resenting prices, to be aggregated additively. They have the
following characteristic features:

• Small: #variables=139; max. domain size=16; #con-
straints=176 (including 29 soft constraints)
• Medium: #variables=148; max. domain size=20; #con-

straints=268 (including 94 soft constraints)
• Large: #variables=268; max. domain size=12; #con-

straints=2157 (including 1825 soft constraints)
• Big: #variables=268; max. domain size=32; #con-

straints=2157 (including 1825 soft constraints)

Large is obtained by considering only a subset of the do-
main of the most ”central” variable of the Big instance (only 4
of 32 possible values of this variable are considered). We also
compiled only the soft constraints of the benchmarks, lead-
ing to four other instances, referred to as {Small, Medium,
Large, Big} Price only.

As to Bayesian networks, which are of multiplicative na-
ture (joint probabilities are products of conditional probabili-
ties), we used some standard benchmarks [Cozman, 2002].

Each configuration instance has been compiled into an
e-SLDD+ representation, and then transformed into an ADD
representation, an e-SLDD× representation, and an AADD
representation - the time needed for the initial compilation
and the sizes on the different representations are reported in
Table 1. Similarly, each Bayesian net instance has been com-
piled into an e-SLDD× representation, and then transformed
into an an ADD representation, an e-SLDD× representation,
and an AADD representation - the time needed for the initial



Table 1: Compilation of VCSPs into e-SLDD+, and transformations into ADD, e-SLDD× and AADD.

e-SLDD+ ADD e-SLDD× AADD
Instance nodes (edges) time (s) nodes (edges) nodes (edges) nodes (edges)
Small Price only 36 (108) < 1 4364 (7439) 4364 (7439) 36 (108)
Medium Price only 169 (499) < 1 37807 (99280) 37807 (99280) 169 (499)
Large Price only 95 (545) 5 142925 (319844) 142925 (319844) 95 (545)
Big Price only 328 (1121) 5 555141 (1336163) 555141 (1336163) 328 (1121)
Small 2344 (5584) 1 299960 (637319) 299960 (637319) 2344 (5584)
Medium 6234 (17062) 23 752466 (2071474) 752466 (2071474) 6234 (17062)
Large 1492 (5745) 194 1371641 (3177066) 1371641 (3177066) 1492 (5745)
Big 15858 (56961) 11513 m-o - 15858 (56961)

Table 2: Compilation of Bayesian networks into e-SLDD×, and transformations into ADD, e-SLDD+ and AADD.

e-SLDD× ADD e-SLDD+ AADD
Instance nodes (edges) time (s) nodes (edges) nodes (edges) nodes (edges)
Cancer 13 (25) < 1 45 (59) 23 (45) 11 (21)
Asia 23 (45) < 1 423 (447) 216 (431) 23 (45)
Car-start 41 (83) < 1 52869 (84285) 19632 (39265) 38 (77)
Alarm 1301 (3993) < 1 m-o - 1301 (3993)
Hailfinder25 32718 (108083) 11 m-o - 32713 (108063)

compilation and the sizes on the different representations are
reported in Table 2. In order to determine a variable order-
ing, we used the Maximum Cardinality Search heuristic [Tar-
jan and Yannakakis, 1984] in reverse order, as proposed in
[Amilhastre, 1999] for the compilation of (classical) CSPs
this heuristic is both simple to compute and efficient; ex-
periments reported in [Amilhastre, 1999] show that it typi-
cally outperforms several standard variable ordering heuris-
tics (like Most Constrained First or Band-Width).

We ran all our experiments on a computer running at
800MHz with 256Mb of memory. ”m-o” means that the
available memory has been exhausted, and that the program
aborted for this reason.

Our experiments confirm the results we get about the suc-
cinctness of ADD, which is low: compiling instances into
e-SLDD+, e-SLDD×, or AADD prove a better choice as well
in practice. Unsurprisingly, when the values of the soft con-
straints are to be aggregated additively as this is the case for
configuration instances (resp. multiplicatively, as this is the
case for Bayesian nets), e-SLDD+ (resp. e-SLDD×) per-
forms better than e-SLDD× (resp. e-SLDD+). AADD does
not prove better than e-SLDD+ in the additive case, or better
than e-SLDD× in the multiplicative case. On the Bayesian
instances, the ADD and AADD formulae are larger than the
ones obtained by [Sanner and McAllester, 2005]. This is
due to the way we merge numeric labels (remember that re-
als are approximated by finite-precision decimals – floating-
point numbers on a computer.) 2

2To be more precise, in our implementation, e1 and e2 are con-
sidered identical whenever e1 − e2 < 10−9.e1 (where e1 ≥ e2).
Since e1, e2 ≤ 1 (they represent probabilities) the standard merging
condition e1 − e2 < 10−9 considered in [Sanner and McAllester,
2005] is subsumed by ours. This explains the size discrepancy.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that the SLDD family of VDDs
is rich enough to capture affine algebraic decision diagrams,
provided a harmless relaxation of some requirements on the
valuation structure. We have pointed out a normalization pro-
cedure for the e-SLDD languages based on a valuation struc-
ture satisfying a fairness condition inspired from the one used
in VCSPs, and we have shown the classical requirement of
monotony of the aggregation operator w.r.t. the ordering� al-
lows for tractable optimization over e-SLDD representations.
We have also compared the spatial efficiency of some ele-
ments of the e-SLDD family, i.e., e-SLDD+ and e-SLDD×,
with ADD and AADD, both from the theoretical side (thanks
to the concept of succinctness) and from the pratical side
(by reporting some empirical evidence). Though e-SLDD+

(resp. e-SLDD×) is less succinct AADD from a theoretical
point of view, it proves space-efficient enough for enabling
the compilation of instances of cost-based configuration prob-
lems (resp. Bayesian networks).Going to the AADD frame-
work does not lead to much better compiled representations
from the spatial efficiency point of view, when the mapping
to be represented is additive or multiplicative in essence, but
not both.

Interestingly, the conditions pointed out in the e-SLDD
setting for tractable normalization and tractable optimiza-
tion do not impose the valuation set E to be totally ordered.
Clearly, this paves the way for the compilation of multi-
criteria objective functions as e-SLDD representations. In-
vestigating this issue is a major perspective for the future.
Another important issue for further research is to draw the
full KC map for VDD languages, which will require to iden-
tify the queries and transformations of interest which can be
achieved in polynomial time, w.r.t the algebraic properties of
the valuation structure.
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